REVOLTED AMERICA
vindictive: so did Conway, who even went to the trouble
of solemnly informing the House that his country was * the
aggressor/ ^
While this Bill was being debated in the Commons Rose Fuller
introduced a motion for the repeal of the duty on tea. Here,
he said, was the root cause of the trouble in Massachusetts; and
once it was removed the colony would settle down to a quiet
and orderly life again. Burke took much the same line, and in
support of Rose Fuller's motion he treated the House to one of
his best speeches on American affairs. But North was committed
to a policy of' firmness'; and the morion was lost by 182 to 49
votes. The Massachusetts' charter was thereupon suspended.
Chatham unburdened himself on the subject when opposing
a Government measure for the quartering of troops in North
America. He was bound to condemn the violence and disorder
which had broken out in Boston, but he refused to believe that
such behaviour warranted the Government's policy of repression,
and he pleaded for leniency. Let the Mother Country, Chatham
said, c act like an affectionate parent towards a beloved child . . .
pass an amnesty on their youthful errors . . . clasp them once
more in' her arms. Then all would be well: Chatham was
perfectly certain of that.
What George not inaptly called * the feebleness and futility of
the Opposition' was clearly to be seen in the Opposition's
tactics on the Quebec Bill which was before Parliament in May
and June. It was a statesmanlike measure which had been framed
on the advice of Sir Guy Carleton, who had a first-hand know-
ledge of conditions in Canada. But it cannot have been altogether
pleasing to the King, for it was proposed to recognize in Quebec
the Catholic Church; and George had the Englishman's tradi-
tional dislike of Popery. There is something very comical
about a situation in which George is depicted as a James II or
Louis XTV. Yet such were the comparisons drawn by Opposition
speakers; and Chatham in the Lords moved heaven and earth
to persuade the Bishops that it was their sacred duty to with-
stand a measure which would inevitably make the whole of the
American continent Catholic! In the Commons the most
resolute of the Government's opponents was Charles Fox; he
fulminated against the recognition of Popery, and the right of
the Crown to nominate the members of the colonial assembly.
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